6.1 Reports Migration
Integration is Everything

Your partner for successful 6.1 reports
For more than 20 years, Iatric Systems has worked with
MEDITECH hospitals to convert existing reports and create
new ones as systems have migrated from MIIS to MAGIC,
Client/Server, 6.0, and now 6.1. With our reputation for
outstanding Report Writing Services in the MEDITECH
community, you can confidently partner with Iatric Systems
to help you overcome the complexities of reporting in the
6.1 environment.

6.1 Reports Migration

6.1 Reports Require a Lot of Work.

Simplify It.

All hospitals that implement MEDITECH’s 6.1 EHR — even
those already running 6.0 — have a lot to consider when
migrating to the 6.1 platform:

Iatric Systems has the expertise to simplify your 6.1
reports migration and do the heavy lifting for you. We can
lift as much — or as little — of the burden as you choose.
We offer these flexible, affordable options:

• For all sites migrating to 6.1, all ADM, BAR, 		
		 ABS, SCH, and ORM reports must be rewritten
• All other reports referencing data from those 		
		 modules must also be rewritten for 6.1

• Current Report Analysis: Worth its weight in 		
		 gold, we will analyze all of your existing NPR and
		 Data Repository reports, then:

•
		
		
		

For sites migrating from MAGIC or Client/Server
to 6.1, in addition to the bullet points above, all
reports referencing EDM, OM, or NUR/PCS data 		
must be rewritten for 6.1

		
• Produce an inventory of all existing DR-based
			 reports published in SSRS Report Manager

•
		
		
		

Plus, you’ll need to update report queries to
move away from Possessive field usage, and
switch to JOIN-ing to the appropriate dictionary
field(s) instead

		 • Identify usage of existing DR+SSRS and
			 NPR-based reports

Why must this be done? Because data structures change
dramatically in 6.1. Whether you have thousands of
reports or just hundreds, that’s a lot of work.

		 • Produce an inventory of all existing NPR			 based reports

		 • Flag existing DR and NPR reports that must
			 be rewritten for 6.1
		 • Estimate how many hours it may take you —
			 or us — to rewrite them
•
		
		
		
		
		
		

DR Resource CenterTM: This online resource offers
training videos and documentation that can elevate
your staff to the next level of Data Repository report
writing. Its low annual subscription fee will likely not
even require a capital purchase request. Jump-start
6.1 report writing by trying DR Resource Center
for one year; you won’t be disappointed.

•
		
		
		

Prepaid Report Writing Blocks: Legions of 		
hospitals take advantage of discounted report writing
blocks from Iatric Systems. Here are three examples
of the money you’ll save:

		

• Purchase 250 hours, and you’ll save $3,750

		

• Purchase 500 hours, and you’ll save $10,000

		

• Purchase 1,000 hours, and you’ll save $22,000

It’s your migration — you decide. We’re here to provide
whatever report writing assistance you need. For more
information about our Report Writing Services, or
any of the options listed above, contact us using the
information below.

Ph: 978-805-4100

Fax: 978-805-4101

info@iatric.com

iatric.com
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